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We asked the “experts”…

How do you choose the right 
person to marry?

Alan, age 10

 -You got to find somebody who likes the 
same stuff. Like, if you like sports, she 
should like it that you like sports, and she 
should keep the chips and dip coming.



We asked the “experts”…

How can a stranger tell when two 
people are married?

-- Ella, age 8

-- You might have to guess, based on 
whether or not they seem to be yelling at the 
same kids.



We asked the “experts”…

What do most people do on a 
date?

-- Lynnette, age 7

-- Dates are for having fun, and people 
should use them to get to know each other. 
Even boys have something to say if you 
listen long enough.



We asked the “experts”…

How do people fall in love

-- Kelvin, age 8

No one is sure how it happens, but I heard it has 
something to do with how you smell… that’s why 
perfume and deodorant are so popular.



We asked the “experts”…

How do you make a marriage 
work?

 --Ricky, age 6

 -Tell you wife she looks pretty even if she 
looks like a dump truck!



New Science of Love

 A loving relationship is the best antidote to stress

 Emotional connection with a loved one is a potent 
source of resilience and strength

 Emotional isolation is dangerous

 Physical pain and emotional isolation register in the 
same parts of the brain.



The New Science of Love

Attachment Theory  (Bowlby, 1969, 1988)

Common Attachment Needs & Longings

 To be & feel loved 

 To trust spouse/family member is going to be there 
in time of need / struggle/ vulnerability

 To have (among others):

A Safe Haven
Acceptance
Understanding
Empathy

Recognition
Validation
Protection
Comfort



Your Brain on Love

 Hand Holding Experiment – (Jim Coen, PhD – UVA)

 Decreased reactivity

Prefrontal cortex (emotional regulation)

Hypothalamus (stress hormones, heart 
rate, BP)

Amygdala (registers intense emotions –
threat - safety)



Let’s Keep It Simple

Response + Connection =

Secure attachment ~ 

Healthy dependency is GOOD for us!



Happy & stable couples can: (John Gottman)

1. Turn toward each other

2. Rebound from conflict

3. Make successful repair attempts

4. Soothe self and other

5. Stay emotionally engaged despite negativity



What happens when we lose our 
connection?

Wired in response:

 1. Protest (fight)

2. Hold – on – Wait (Freeze)

3. Give up (flight)





Distressed Couples are CANNOT :
(John Gottman)

1. Create sufficient positive interaction

2. De-escalate and repair

3. Soothe self and other

4. Stay emotionally engaged

5. Get out of Intense all-consuming negative affect 
and rigid, repetitive interactional patterns



So…How do we get from this…



to this…



and this?





Frustration - numb

shut down ~avoid ~placate

He does not care – I do not matter

Attack~criticize – yell-- follow

Anger - resentment

Liz Ben

I can never get it right – she’s too 
demanding, I am walking on eggshells

Sadness –
hopelessness -
abandoned

Sadness – failure
shame 

Want to feel loved, important, 
cherished



Break the cycle by understanding your role

What Demanders do?

Pressure, complain, attack, 

pursue, protest, push, poke

(any response is better than 

none when it comes to love)

What Withdrawers do? 

Move away, run, shut down, 

freeze, hide out, space out, stay 

in their heads, focus on solving 

problem, fix things

What demanders say:

I’m so lonely.  I don’t 

matter. 

My feelings get dismissed.

I cannot reach him. 

He doesn’t care. I’m shut 

out, abandoned, left, 

deserted.

What withdrawers say:

I can’t get it right. 

I’m a failure and 

inadequate. I go into my 

shell. Stay cool. 

If  I open up I get more 

hurt – the fight gets worse.



C.A.R.E.  (Angela DE Candia)

Compassionate Curiosity

Attune / Attend

Respond rather than React

Empathy



Liz

Able to receive support

None

Safety, Security

Feeling Loved-Important

22

He will be there for me



Couple Bubble (Stan Tatkin)

Tips for building intimacy

1. Get your personal routines in sync

2. Make your partner your FIRST “go to” Person

3. Place your partner as priority above all others

4. Make daily eye contact

5. Make the “couple bubble” a mutual agreement



Attachment Rituals!

 Thirty second hugs: contact comfort & closeness

 Hi- Bye: recognize importance of  leaving & reuniting

 Show other is on your mind: messages, notes

 Express explicit concern:  Attention is oxygen for relationships

 Acts together- coffee, walking, worship

 Regular date nights

 Scheduling consistent time to check in on each other’s day

 Random acts that say: I love you, need you, value you, want 

you!



The novelty of  commitment 

“…love is a vessel that contains both security and adventure

and commitment offers one of the great luxuries of life: 

time. 

Marriage is not the end of romance, it is the beginning. It’s a 
story that you can write together…”

Esther Perel



Recommended Readings

 The Seven Principles for Making a Marriage Work –
John Gottman

 The Five Love Languages – Gary Chapman

 Hold Me Tight – Sue Johnson

 Love Sense – Sue Johnson

 Mating in Captivity – Esther Perel

 Wired for Love- Stan Tatkin

THANK YOU!


